
                   

 



                   

Cyber Wars 
By Jonas 

       Hi, I’m Sham. My life is great. We live in 
California in a big city of LA. The year is 2216. I 
woke up one morning to find my dad eating 
breakfast and reading the newspaper.  

“Huh” he said. “The government has seen 
shiny objects in the air” 

I went outside to say hello to SP-74. SP-74 was 
our robot maid. She is five feet, with light bulb 
eyes. She wears a bonnet and an apron. 

“Good morning” she moaned. 
“Are you ok” I asked. No reply.  
“They’re coming  bzzzzzzzzzz! They’re 

coming!” she exclaimed. Then she shut down.  
Right then I heard a rumble, I saw something 

coming down. A ship! It landed in our back yard. 
Bam! A laser shot down and killed my father. I ran 
and ran. Cyborgs, cyborgs everywhere!  



                   

“We are sending out space ships,” a voice 
announced coming from a human at the space 
base.  

A large black oval shaped human spaceship 
with blue windows was ready to leave the base. 
Before it could lift off, I got on one them. There 
were already 2,000 people aboard and they were 
huddled in a large storage room. The spaceship 
flew into space and when I looked back Earth was 
gone.  

“I have to find my mom” I said.  
“Don’t worry we’ll help you,” a stranger said. 

He was a middle-aged man with blond hair and 
wearing a black suit. 
                               

Chapter 2 
 
  “Who are you?” I asked.  

“I am Gideon” he said. “You look familiar. Is 
your name Sham?” 

I replied shockingly, “How did you know my 
name?” 



                   

 “I went to war with your father. Your father 
showed me pictures of you and told me many 
stories,” he said. 
 I asked, “Where is this ship heading to?” 

 Gideon answered, “It’s going to the dark 

nebula.” 

 “But I need to find my mom,” I exclaimed. 

 “Your dad saved my life in the war. I owe 

him big time! I can take you on my ship,” 

Gideon replied. “But, we need to get on one 

quickly before we enter into hyper-speed.” 

 “Here let’s go then!” I excitedly proclaimed. 

We raced to the docking bay. Gideon’s 
spaceship was gray with several open windows. It 
was oval shaped and was about 20 feet by 30 feet 
wide. We climbed on to the ship and detached 
from the outer dock. 

We headed for the asteroid field.  



                   

“LOOK OUT!” I yelled. We almost hit an 
asteroid. BEEP! BEEP! “Some thing is wrong” I 
said. 

 “You noticed” Gideon said. 
 We started to head down to Random Planet. 
“aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhh” we 
yelled.  
 
 It was so stinking hot that poo in my pants 
from being so scared melted. “Yo why does it stink 
so bad” Gideon asked. 
 “Never mind that, we are stranded on a very 
hot planet in the middle of nowhere” I said.  

“I don’t think so” Gideon said  
 Right then I looked behind me and saw a giant 
fortress. We walked up to it. 

”yufdsguifdyugy7fyg7ryiufhg” someone said 
from the inside.  

“We need a place to stay” I said. 
 “gurfuguyfugyfygtf8ygurygfuiygtuuhuyudfhgfh
gdfhdfdfhuhuds” it said as It opened the door.  



                   

“A cyborg!” I yelled. 
 It tried to shoot us but it missed us to the 
right. Gideon shot the cyborg dead. We ran inside 
to find a factory fixing badly injured men. Just then 
something grabbed us from behind. 
                      
 

Chapter 3 
 “We have got the intruders lord Cybertron” a 
voice said over the loud speaker. 
 “Good, good my cyborg” said a croaky voice 
over the speaker. 
 The cyborgs that grabbed us knocked both 

of us out. 

 I woke with a bad head pain. I saw a man with 
a breathing machine on his face. “I am Cybertron 
cccccccc” he said. 
 He breathed in a scary way, “I will have to kill 
you for coming to my lair.”  
 “Never!” Gideon yelled.  
 “One more move like that and you’re dead”.  



                   

 I had to think of something fast, then it came 
to me I grabbed Gideon’s gun and shot at 
Cybertron and took a run for it. Cyborgs shot at us 
but failed to hit us. Bombs were thrown at us. One 
of them got into the factory and blew it up. We 
got to the ship and climbed in.  Gideon started up 
the engines quickly and took off as cyborgs started 
shooting at the ship. 
 The ship left the planet and headed into 

space. The engines cut in and out. Gideon had 

an alarmed look on his face. 

“We are too damaged to fly” I said.  
 “We have to make it work” he said  
 We started to crash on another planet called 
Nova 4. We landed and got out. I heard a screech         
behind me.  
      “Gideon, Gideon where are you” I called. Blood 
was on the ground. Right then something was 
drooling on my head. 
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